A Word from Liberty
Many times our office receives distressed e-mails or phone calls from people who say they have prayed the binding and loosing prayers for someone (some a few days, some a few weeks) and that person is still on drugs, still sick, still divorcing them, still pursuing a wrong lifestyle, etc. These disheartened people want to know why the binding and loosing prayers have not stopped this from happening!

I’d like to write a book called *The Trap of Unmet Expectations*. I am usually a bit concerned when I speak with enthusiastic people (new to this message) who believe these keys will cure colds, create world peace, and erase the national budget deficit by tomorrow. The Matthew 16:19 keys actually could fix these issues—but that is a deeper issue for another time.

These people do not realize that while things are changing quickly in their lives because THEY WANT TO CHANGE, praying for others involves unsurrendered souls that DO NOT WANT TO CHANGE. This does not mean that the prayers aren’t helping; just that a different timing is involved.

So many things change and break in the unsurrendered souls of those who start praying this way that it leads people to believe that the same rapid result answers will continue right on through the person’s entire “want list.”

One earnest gentleman wrote: “I believe these prayers do work, but some answers aren’t coming. How can the soul mess with such precious truths as the keys of binding and loosing and get away with it? Is this really possible?”

I answered: “Totally possible. I was concerned about your reception of the keys because you were so excited and sure they were the answer to everything. They are, ultimately, but there is a lot of junk embedded into the unsurrendered soul which takes time to dig out. When one’s expectations of everything immediately ‘working out the way you think they should’ takes over, I know disappointment and confusion can be overwhelming.”

The unsurrendered soul has no intention of going quietly into the night . . . it will fight for everything it has accumulated and constructed. It will confront, rage, manipulate, cajole, sweet talk, and play dead; but it won’t give up until the last stronghold is broken and loosed. You have to fight the soul to be free or you can end up sliding back into what seems a “safe” place to be. You will still go to heaven, but then you may look back at lost destiny purposes and lost opportunities for contributing things of value to the Kingdom of God.

New Project—DVD Long-Distance Training of LSM Teachers!
We have an exciting new project taking shape: *Long Distance Training of LSM Teachers*. For years we have had people around the world asking us if the Teachers’ Training for the Keys of the Kingdom/Unsurrendered Soul message could be made available in their own countries. In 2004 and 2005, we tried to start an online correspondence course, but my health (pancreatitis, hip replacement surgery, and Graves Disease) kept me from following through on that project.

We are very aware of the impact of trained LSM Teachers in other countries. One Certified Teacher from South Africa was working in Ireland for several months when she flew to California to attend one of the LSM Teachers’ Training schools. She returned to Ireland and began teaching these principles. We now have SYS/Unsurrendered Soul groups going on in Ireland and South Africa. A Certified LSM Teacher from New Zealand arranged SYS/Unsurrendered Soul conferences...
in New Zealand after attending a LSM School in Sacramento and now several groups are ongoing there. Another Certified LSM Teacher in Tasmania, Australia is currently running several groups. Canadian students are running groups in Canada.

One of the Australian students (LSM Teachers’ Training Class of February 2006) just wrote this e-mail:

I thank God that I wandered across a book called Shattering Your Strongholds. Our life group prayed last night using binding and loosing prayers, and the tangible presence of God was so powerful! In the past there has been opposition, but not now. Since we came back from America in February, it’s like a green light has gone on here and it is God who has pushed the button. He’s opening doors that were closed with deadlocks! God has given me an opportunity to share this message with pastors in Devonport beginning Monday, June 19th. Please pray for me. I’m so excited to share my journey of these last two years and how this message changed me so completely. Terry K., Tasmania Australia

In the next six months, we here at Liberty Savard Ministries will be putting together a project to film a complete Teachers’ Training School for long-distance training. Students will be able to complete the entire school at their own pace, in their own “place.” No more costs of airfares to California, no hotels, meals out, etc! Of course we will still welcome all those students who are able to come and participate in the actual on-site schools!

This exciting new Long Distance/Off Campus Training will encompass learning how to understand and teach others on every phase of this message. See next article for subjects. This training will be on sixteen one-and-a-half hour DVDs (with two additional teaching principles classes) with a full support manual printed by Bridge-Logos Publishers! This project will be completed IN FULL by December of this year, ready for distribution in January 2007. A production company is giving us a wonderful price for this filming, but we will need close to $7,000.00 for our initial production costs.

In reading the Word of God recently, I suddenly saw Jeremiah 1:9-10 as if I was seeing these two verses for the first time!

“The binding and loosing prayers provide the keys to pulling up, tearing down, taking apart, and demolishing the lies and deceptions of the world and the enemy so the building and planting can begin. The message of the Keys of the Kingdom/Unsurrendered Soul can play a major part in the plowing, cleaning out, and weeding of the soil for the building and planting.

Can you see our vision for this project for long-distance training across North America and around the world? If you can, will you help us raise the start-up production costs? All contributions will be tax deductible. Those contributing up to $150 will receive a gift Teaching CD or DVD of their choice for every $50 donated. Those contributing $151 to $350 will receive a gift set of 16 Teaching CDs from this school. Those donating $351 or more will receive a gift set of Teachers’ Training DVDs, the manual, and more.

Call our office (916-721-7770), mail us (LSM P.O. Box 41260, Sacramento CA 95841), or contact us online (www.libertysavard.com) if you would like to be a part.

Special LSM Teachers’ Training School Filming—Limited Number of Students Can Register For Free!

We will film the special LSM Teachers’ school before an audience. This will be a special school providing the full Teachers’ training at no cost for a limited number of students who sign up first. We will not be certifying any teachers at this school, but all those attending will experience the full training of this message. One and a half hour classes will include the following:

1. Keys of the Kingdom Principles I
2. Keys of the Kingdom Principles II
3. Understanding the Unsurrendered Soul I
4. Understanding the Unsurrendered Soul II
5. Praying for Others with Keys of the Kingdom I
6. Praying for Others with the Keys of the Kingdom II
7. Effective Relationships
8. Getting Rid of Toxic Thinking
9. Breaking Addiction, Deception, and Denial
10. The Gift of Forgiveness
11. Using the Keys for Physical Healing
12. Understanding the Dangers of Soul Power
13. The Power of Agreement—Right or Wrong
14. Understanding and Breaking Soul Ties
15. Effective Spiritual Warfare
16. Being Powerful and Fruitful in the World

There will be a $20 deposit required to sign up for this free school. The deposit will be refunded when there is proof of attendance of at least five of the classes. Don’t miss out on this training. Come and be part of a one-time only training for free!
Keys to Understanding Soul Ties, Soul Power & Soulish Prayers E-Book Download on LSM Web Site

We can now offer the understanding of how to avoid, recognize, and/or break soul ties to anyone with internet access anywhere in the world! This newly revised and expanded 72-page E-Book *Soul Ties, Soul Power & Soulish Prayers* answers these questions and more in a download to your computer for just $7:

- Exactly what is a soul tie?
- How can you tell if a soul tie has been formed?
- Are there ever any good soul ties?
- How do we keep from being deceived?
- How do I know for sure that a prophecy was from God and not from the person’s soul?
- My son is addicted to pornography; will praying these binding and loosing prayers help him?
- I’ve heard that a wife cannot go any higher in God than her husband goes—that her intimacy with the Lord cannot exceed the intimacy level of her marriage—is this a soulish teaching?
- What does soulish prayer mean—isn’t all prayer good, just as long as we’re praying?
- Is it all right to loose poverty from my family and bind us to prosperity?

Here are some excerpts from this E-Book:

Not all prayers are good prayers! Right prayers always include a desire to see God’s will done in every situation. Wrong agreements occur when you seek out others to pray soulish prayers with you:

- to get support for a stand you are making,
- to get others to take sides with your views, or
- to support and help you make something happen.

God always moves with His power in response to right agreements being spoken. The enemy always moves in response to wrong agreements being spoken—especially in self-focused soulish prayers. Examples of soulish prayers are people praying that they will marry Judy or Jerry. I never agree with others on that kind of prayer, but I will pray with them and bind their wills, as well as Judy’s and/or Jerry’s wills, to the will of God. I will loose the effects and influences of all wrong prayers, wrong agreements, and soul-tie issues from everyone involved.

You can be praying for all kinds of things that look good to you but have nothing to do with God’s plans and purposes. People who pray soulish prayers often put out information that they have spent a lot of time praying for things that have come to pass. Rarely does anyone go around saying how much they have prayed for things that haven’t happened.

We should always be ready to pray for others—always—but we should be interested in praying anonymously. I caution all of my intercessors to be very quiet about their prayers, unless someone needs reassurance that we are praying. God alone should get the glory for the answered prayers, not those who have prayed.

Soul ties are birthed when you enter into a wrong agreement with someone else because you both see a benefit in making the wrong agreement. Wrong agreements range from soulish prayers prayed with others all the way to wrong agreements to commit fornication, commit murder, or commit a violent crime. Soul ties “operate” outside of the natural realm of our lives, exerting a powerful influence upon and through our souls. It isn’t important to be concerned about where these ties “exist.” It is important to realize when they exist because they are very troublesome to your ability to walk in God’s will. The Keys of the Kingdom help you learn how to avoid them, recognize them, and break them.

There are times when you are in a crisis and you need to just get out of it. If you are in a house on a cliff and an earthquake starts, the logical course of action is run for your life away from the cliff. It is not logical or intelligent to go to the bookshelf or get on the internet to try to learn how earthquakes operate. You can do that later if you manage to get out of your cliff house alive!

We don’t always remember our priorities in a crisis. I once saw a poster of a very agitated person flailing around in a swamp, with this caption over his head:

**It is hard to remember, when you’re up to your neck in alligators, that your original purpose was to drain the swamp.**

This poster says a lot about knowing that until the source of the problem (the swamp) is dealt with, you will always be fighting with the symptoms (the alligators). When you break a soul tie in your life (you begin cleaning out and draining the swamp), the symptoms begin to go away (alligators start disappearing). So, focus on breaking soul ties and let God worry about the details. You break them by praying like this….

“I just read the Temptation article under the Difficult Issues page on your web site after I asked you to pray for my son who is addicted to pornography. Can we really pray these binding and loosing prayers for others?”

Pornography is not only an issue of the soul; it actually becomes a physiological issue as well. There is a double hook holding your son: a hook into his soul and a hook into the physiological responses of his body. You can
pray these prayers for him. The original meaning of *loosing* (of the Keys of the Kingdom, Matthew 16:19) is “shattering, destroying, melting, tearing apart, etc.” You cannot dismantle your son’s stronghold thinking or the soulish ties he may have with others, but you can thoroughly rattle and shake some of his wrong thinking that is supporting them. This almost always leads to some rethinking on the part of the one you are praying for.

The original Greek meaning of the word *stronghold* as it is used in 2 Corinthians 10:3-5 is “the (human) logic and reasoning and arguments we use to defend our arguments (or our right to believe something).” As you pray to shake up your son’s stronghold thinking, you can cause him to question whether or not he wants to hold onto that wrong pattern of thinking. As you pray and bind his mind to the mind of Christ and loose the wrong thinking from him (read chapter on binding and the chapter on loosing in *Shattering Your Strongholds* for further information), you create a certain amount of freedom for him to hear from Jesus Christ, if only briefly.

Bind your son’s body to God’s plans and purposes for him. Loose his body’s physical responses and reactions to pornography. Loose, smash, crush, and destroy the pleasure paths that endorphins establish in his body every time he uses pornography. Loose the wrong mind/body agreement that he has allowed his soul to set up between the mind and his body.

Bind his will to the will of God. Loose, smash, crush, and destroy his wrong patterns of thinking, the deceptions within his soul, and the works of the enemy from him (1 John 3:8 tells us that Jesus came to the earth to loose/destroy the works of the enemy—you can do likewise). Bind his mind to the mind of Christ so that he can know what Jesus’ thoughts are towards him.

Loose, smash, crush, and destroy pornographic images in his mind and the wrong thinking that pornography helps him escape from whatever he doesn’t want to deal with in real life. Bind his emotions to the healing comfort and balance of the Holy Spirit. Loose, smash, crush and destroy wrong reactions that his emotions have when he views pornography. You can begin to change how the enemy is bombarding him with wrong thoughts and deception. You can influence him for God and impact his life for good. Also read the next Q&A for further understanding about the connection between the mind and the body…..

**Thoughts from Rick Warren, Pastor of Saddleback Church in California**

People ask me: What is the purpose of life? In a nutshell, life is preparation for eternity. God wants us to practice on earth what we will do forever in eternity. We were

made by God and for God, and until you figure that out, life isn’t going to make sense.

Life is a series of problems and either you are in one now, you’re just coming out of one, or you’re getting ready to go into another one. The reason for this is that God is more interested in your character than your comfort. God is more interested in making your life holy than He is in making your life happy.

We can be reasonably happy here on earth, but that’s not the goal of life. The goal is to grow in character, in Christlikeness. No matter how good things are in your life, there is always something bad that needs to be worked on. And no matter how bad things are in your life, there is always something good you can thank God for.

You can focus on your purposes, or you can focus on your problems. If you focus on your problems, you’re going into self-centeredness which is “my problem, my issues, my pain.” But one of the easiest ways to get rid of pain is to get your focus off yourself and onto God and others.

God didn’t put me on earth just to fulfill a to-do list. He’s more interested in what I am than what I do. **That’s why we’re called human beings, not human doings.**

**Testimonies**

Liberty, a friend of mine had bought *Shattering Your Strongholds* and wasn’t sure about it. So she asked me to read it. That was about a year ago, and I just put it on the bookshelf. About a month ago I was meditating in Matthew 18 and when I came to 18:19, I kept reading it over and over until I began thinking: This is a key and it should open some incredible doors. I looked up the words and felt the Spirit say, “You are praying amiss.” Then, WOW! I pulled your book off the book shelf and it was like a confirmation. H. in Kansas

Dear Liberty: I am preparing for a Day of Prayer for Autism that is to be held on Thursday 15th June at my local church in the UK. I have contacted you before about those in the church who are reading *Shattering Your Strongholds*. On Thursday I shall be showing some of your prayers and books on the displays around the church, because I understand from Dorothy Vickers (Northumbrian Healing Centre, Newcastle, England) that these prayers have helped people with Asperger Syndrome. I really believe they can help so many families affected by autism if we can come to agreement in prayer. I know this is going to be good because the enemy is throwing everything he can at me to try and stop me in my preparations! I would so value your prayers for me and my team for that day. With my sincere thanks,

Audrey R. (United Kingdom)
Dear Liberty: Bless the Lord. I am so excited to write to you. I am THOMAS KIPTOO KIPROP from Kenya. I have just finished reading your book BREAKING THE POWER, and it has been a blessing. This was my third time to read through it, but the first and second time I could not fully understand the revelation. It was this last time that I read it with my heart and got the unlocking truth in this powerful book.

I have just opened a church two weeks ago and it was a result of learning a lot of truth in this book. Since I started praying the binding and loosing prayers, things have turned to the better. Sometimes things happen in a speed I did not expect, and this makes me to realize the perfect will of God and how I have to learn to move with His speed. So please pray with us and the church. I have a small family. God Bless you, THOMAS & MOMICA

I have a confession to make. The last time we communicated by email I was totally absorbed by your books, and I thought I understood the “unsurrendered soul” and your training wheel prayers. Then I was introduced to a ministry which focused mainly on deliverance. I mentioned one of your books and showed them the Soul Ties prayer.

They warned me NOT to use this prayer and also to stop reading your books. They said I was especially not to mention or pass on the books on to other ministry team members. I just need to confess that I “doubted” your teaching and was misled by what I believed to be right.

I’m back on track now with God’s Word and what I understand about your message. I pray for them now that they will be led to the Truth. Thank you for listening and God bless you. R. from South Africa

I would like to add my thanks to Liberty Savard and her ministries for helping me overcome many strongholds in my personal and spiritual life. God’s truth in her books has helped me overcome religious strongholds, fear of failure, and false guilt in order to move forward into the destiny God has predetermined for me.

I greatly appreciate the way her books were written stressing the responsibility for all people to use the Keys of the Kingdom on themselves. Before reading Liberty’s books I had no in-depth teaching on Matthew 16:19. She thoroughly explains this verse and compels us to live and pray with both the authority and humility of Jesus Christ. DeAnna S., Virginia

Liberty: I read your Difficult Issue Article about forgiveness this morning. Is it not unhealthy fear that the questioners are struggling with? Perhaps they are struggling with the authority that God give man to make choices, believing they can choose not to forgive. Forgiving every day is a choice. Accepting the grace of God is, too. Thank you for so many beautiful insights.

God bless you, Ockie, Africa

Life is all about choices. When you cut away all the junk, every situation is a choice. You choose how you react to situations. You choose how people affect your mood. You choose to be in a good mood or bad mood. It’s your choice how you live your life.

QUESTION: I am currently working through the book Shattering Your Strongholds with the workbook, and I think it is incredibly helpful. My question is: Do I need special cautions or guidelines to work through this book with someone who has Borderline Personality Disorder?
Should this person get professional hospitalized help before doing the book/workbook? Any advice would be extremely helpful. Thank you, Nella (Austria)

ANSWER: Nella, it is okay to work through the SYS book and workbook with this person. Just remember that it is the soul that fragments and compartmentalizes itself to protect its pain. You are not dealing with several different personalities; you are dealing with one extremely wounded soul.

When speaking of or praying for the soul, address the soul as a single broken part that needs to be bound back together. One of the meanings of the word “bind” in the original Greek is that it “causes broken, fragmented pieces to come back into one whole.” Do not speak against professional help, but know that the Keys of the Kingdom are powerful and helpful. Focus on being this person’s friend and on praying the binding and loosing prayers with him/her. Assure this person that God wants him/her to be whole and living abundantly in His mercy and grace.

QUESTION: My husband wants a divorce, leaving me with three kids whom he plans to support. I became a Christian three years ago. He is unsaved and has cheated on me, giving me two STDs. I have been praying that God would save him and turn his heart back to me and his family. I was recently given your book on binding and loosing and I began praying a different kind of prayer for the both of us. Should I just let him go or should I continue to pray for God to help my family? Jan

ANSWER: Jan, by all means keep praying for God to help your family! While God does not want divorces to happen, sometimes God didn’t want certain marriages to happen in the first place, either. However, when people make mistakes in who they marry, God still wants Christians to honor the covenant promise they have made even when there are hard consequences for everyone to walk through. Honor the covenant of marriage the best you can while seeing to find God’s will. Praying the binding and loosing prayers will help you to do that.

Keep binding yourself and your children to God’s will and purposes. Bind your husband to God’s will and purposes. Loose all wrong beliefs and ideas, all wrong agreements, and all works of the enemy from each one of you.

If your unsaved husband chooses to divorce you, the Bible says this: First Corinthians 7:15-16, “But if the unbelieving partner [actually] leaves, let him do so; in such [cases the remaining] brother or sister is not morally bound. But God has called us to peace. For, wife, how can you be sure of converting and saving your

husband? Husband, how can you be sure of converting and saving your wife? ” (AMP).

Focus on getting as close to God as possible by reading His Word and by praying to know and obey His will. The binding and loosing prayers will help you sort and discard the “stuff” that clutters everyone’s minds and emotions in such situations as this. Emotional clutter keeps you from hearing what God is saying. Know that your husband may divorce you, or he may turn to God and become all that you hoped for. But you can’t make it happen either way.

Your hope lies in the fact that God loves you and your children, and He will cause all things to work together for good for you—especially when you surrender yourself completely to Him. God also loves your husband, but He will allow him to go through the consequences of his wrong choices. Some people never learn how to make right choices any other way.

Only God knows how long it will take before your husband gives up his own soulish desires. Pray for him each day, once or twice, with these prayers—then leave him with the Lord. Pray the prayers for yourself and your children every opportunity you get. When preparing to read the Word, always bind your mind to the mind of Christ and loose all distractions and reactions from your soul and the enemy.

You can rest in knowing that God will be working out His best for all of you, and that you are doing your best to work with Him. Bless you, Liberty

QUESTION: Liberty, your books have truly been life-saving for me. Recently, my body has been going a little haywire. I normally enjoy good health, but at this time I am getting funny stomach aches, feel woozy, getting cramps, etc. I realized that all this started when I have been persistently praying the binding and loosing prayers.

Could it be that my soul/body connection is being disrupted, and my body is feeling out-of-sync with its wrong connections to my soul’s demands? Could it be that since wrong thinking and strongholds are breaking, my body is also feeling the severing of its wrong connections to the soul?

ANSWER: You have done a good job of identifying what is going on. What you think and what you believe can make you sick. Your body and your soul do get into wrong mind/body agreements—agreements which the soul uses to obtain whatever it believes is necessary to stop its pain or meet its needs. When the binding and loosing prayers begin to break up that wrong mind/body agreement, the soul can actually cause physical distress in an attempt to reestablish the wrong agreement.
Your unsurrendered soul will try all kinds of distractions and reactions to stop you from praying these prayers that are breaking up its control mechanisms. Keep praying the binding and loosing prayers, particularly remembering to loose wrong/mind body agreements. You are on the right track. The next time you begin to feel bad physically, bind your soul to God’s will and loose all physical symptoms that are being initiated by soulish reactions.

**Being Versus Doing**

“During a small-group exercise at a seminar, we were asked to introduce ourselves without referring to our occupations. The challenge was to explain who we are instead of telling what we do. It was not easy to focus on being instead of doing.

“Dr. William H. Thomas, a geriatric specialist, has pointed out that babies begin life by being. As we approach adulthood, the emphasis shifts to accomplishment. Then, as we grow older and our energy wanes, we must refocus on being. ‘Elderhood brings us full circle,’ Thomas says, ‘to a life that favors being over doing. This is a gift of great value.’

“As Christians, our value to God comes not from what we do for Him, but in what we are to Him. Our being—more than our doing—glorifies His name.” David C. McCasland

**LSM Teachers’ Training – October 10-14 – Five Full Days of Training**

For just $200 (early bird registration fee), you can experience five days of in-depth training, on-site classroom instruction, discussion, and testing for deeper personal understanding OR to qualify for LSM Teachers’ Certification. Call 916-721-7770 to register or to ask further questions (you may also register at www.libertysavard.com).

**Future Schools Being Planned**

We are in prayer about putting on a very different kind of writing conference in the Fall of 2007 or the Spring of 2008. This LSM writing conference would deal with writing a book while learning how to pray over the writing and praying for God’s will to be in the process of finding a publisher.

**Spurgeon Evening Devotion - May 21 PM**

“There is corn in Egypt” (Genesis 42:2). Famine pinched all the nations, and it seemed inevitable that Jacob and his family should suffer great want; but the God of providence . . . had stored a granary for His people by giving the Egyptians warning of the scarcity. (He had led) them to treasure up the grain of the years of plenty. Little did Jacob expect deliverance from Egypt, but there was the corn in store for him.

Believer, though all things are apparently against thee, rest assured that God has made a reservation on thy behalf; in the roll of thy griefs there is a saving clause. Somehow He will deliver thee, and somewhere He will provide for thee. The quarter from which thy rescue shall arise may be a very unexpected one, but help will assuredly come in thine extremity, and thou shalt magnify the name of the Lord.

If men do not feed thee, ravens shall; and if earth yield not wheat, heaven shall drop with manna. Therefore be of good courage, and rest quietly in the Lord. God can make the sun rise in the west if He pleases, and make the source of distress the channel of delight.

The corn in Egypt was all in the hands of the beloved Joseph; he opened or closed the granaries at will . . . Jesus is unceasing in His faithful care for His brethren. Our business is to go after the help which is provided for us: we must not sit still in despondency, but bestir ourselves.

Prayer will bear us soon into the presence of our royal Brother: once before His throne we have only to ask and have: His stores are not exhausted; there is corn still: His heart is not hard; He will give the corn to us. Lord, forgive our unbelief, and this evening constrain us to draw largely from Thy fullness and receive grace for grace.

**New Zealand and Australia Trip in 2007 or 2008**

We are asking for people to pray as to whether or not it time to go down “under” with the Keys of the Kingdom/Unsurrendered Soul message. I have felt that it would be a good thing to teach more teachers in these countries as we have seen such a large increase in orders and communications from both countries.

This trip would be combined with a prayer mission allowing others to go with us to pray for the areas where things have never been resolved and to have a chance to visit with our brothers and sisters there. Please pray with us about these plans.

**CALENDAR**

**October 10-14, 2006: Sacramento CA – LSM Five Day In-depth Training for deeper understanding of the Keys of the Kingdom/Unsurrendered Soul message and/or for Teachers’ Certification. Register www.libertysavard.com or call LSM Office at 916-721-7770**
Who and What is LIBERTY SAVARD MINISTRIES?

Reverend Liberty S. Savard, President of Liberty Savard Ministries, Inc. (a non-profit corporation), was born again in 1972. She is an ordained minister with credentials from the Evangelical Church Alliance (P.O. Box 9, Bradley, Illinois 60915). Rev. Savard has served as a singles director, associate pastor, speaker, and Bible teacher. She is the author of Shattering Your Strongholds (1993 Bridge Logos Pub.), Breaking the Power (1997 Bridge Logos Pub.), Producing the Promise (1999 Bridge Logos Pub.), and several mini-books and workbooks. With The Unsurrendered Soul (2002 Bridge Logos Pub.), Apples of Gold In Baskets Of Silver (2003 Bridge Logos Pub.), and BEYOND Shattered Strongholds (2005 Bridge Logos Pub.), she now has 14 books in print around the world.

This ministry believes the Scriptures are inspired of God, infallible, and fully authoritative for Christian faith and conduct. Jesus Christ, the Son of God, was born of a virgin, lived a sinless life on Earth, died on the cross in a substitutionary work of redemption for mankind, rose again and now sits at the right hand of the Father. Through Christ’s shed blood and renewal of the Holy Ghost, justified by grace through faith, man becomes an heir of God with absolute hope of eternal life.

This ministry teaches Christians how to cause their unsurrendered souls (old natures) to surrender to the will and purposes of God. LSM also teaches Christians how to loose emotional baggage from their souls to create room within themselves to receive all God has promised to them. This allows them to fulfill their destinies while walking in knowledge and power to bring glory and honor to God the Father! This ministry also teaches God’s people how to pray with the Keys of the Kingdom (Matthew 16:19) to impact things on earth so that they come into alignment with God’s already established will in heaven. This ministry is also dedicated to training Christians how to pray purely without “want lists” and instruction manuals for God (so He will know how best to answer the prayers!). Effective prayers with pure motives declare that God’s will shall be done on Earth as He has so set it in heaven.

LIBERTY SAVARD MINISTRIES
P.O. BOX 41260
SACRAMENTO, CA 95841

Long-Distance Training For Teachers Project!
What Do You Do When Expectations Are Not Met?
Teachers’ Certification School in Sacramento CA – October 10-14, 2006
New Writing School in Planning Stages
New E-Book Online Regarding Soul Ties, Soul Power, & Soulish Prayers
Prayer Request for Trip to New Zealand and Australia in 2007